
 

 

Tours 215 & 216 - Bonhoeffer Botanical Gardens 
(Do we see evidence of a massive collapse in NW native plant species in the past and future 20 years?) 

 Written for discussion during WNPS Study Weekend Tours: 215 & 216 – Sunday, May 19, 2019 
David J. Thomsen, PhD, ASA, Director of Bonhoeffer Botanical Gardens 

 

Building Bonhoeffer Gardens (Stanwood) was an attempt to create an outdoor 
laboratory where students could circumvent a parklike zoo of plants, pausing for 
4minutes at 16 teaching stops.  It was intended to introduce NW’s native plants to 
students of all ages and it was conceived to address a teaching failure:  as a 
secondary high school teacher, this writer would collect flowers, leaves and branches 
on a Sunday – lay them out on gymnasium seats that afternoon – and Monday 
students would file past: seeing/ reading/ touching/ smelling specimens.  April & May 
would often have hot days, the gym’s doors would be open; by Noon many exhibits 
were but bare twigs, stripped of foliage.  To afternoon classes, all twigs looked alike.  

50 years later the Gardens reflect an even greater disappointment.  The sorrow is 
that so few students visit.  While building the Gardens, younger (old) teachers would 
stop to ask this writer when it was that he taught high school biology.  After hearing 
a span of years more than ½ Century ago in Ilwaco and Corvallis, they would say, 
“We quit teaching about NW native plants in public schools 40 years ago 
 … the subject matter is not on the national tests.”     

Still, there is an even, even GREATER DISAPPOINTMENT! 
In populating the Gardens with native plants, we can’t find 30% of the targeted plant species. 

In planting the Gardens, we held to the rule of not collecting in Nature, but instead utilizing the 
resources of native nurseries and seed collectors who collect and/or propagate. Our goal is/was to 
strengthen native plants' presences, not destroy them.  (And in 
our wanderings, we have assisted plants to migrate – planting 
100 pairs of Golden Chinquapins here and there in 2017/18.)  
Plants that this writer remembers from the 1960’s are missing; 
~450 of the Gardens’ targeted 900 native plant species have yet 
to been seen in a Decade of field and/or buying trips.   

 

Early last year (2018), we sought help.  The Gardens funded a Western Washington University Summer 
“Survey and Monitor” Project overseen by Dr. Erik DeChaine, Professor of Biology and Curator of the 
Pacific Northwest Herbarium.  SAM Project students found 189 of the 455 missing species! 

Still, at the end of 2018 … 
 

266 of 906 Targeted Plant Species have not been observed in Nature (by WWU students or this writer). 



 

 

The inspiration for asking WWU to assist came from Dr. DeChaine’s presentation at the March 2018 
Washington Botanical Symposium, subsequently published in WNPS’s Douglasia journal (Summer 2018, 
Volume 42, No. 2, page 12).  An Olympic Mountain research project was described where 5 native plants 
were surveyed and future habitats were analyzed under climate warming scenarios.  Might it be possible 
to do the same for the 900 native taxa believed likely to grow at 
Bonhoeffer Gardens?  The NW was covered by a glacier 14,000 years ago; 
it does not have that many native plant species.  Might it be possible to 
survey them all – monitor populations over time - predict a date of 
extinction (or when plants will be forced to migrate)?  Might it be possible 
to assist NW Native plants migrate, as we add a Fo year after year?  
Readers are welcome to download the Gardens’ Master File (Excel) and create (tinker with) their own 
model of known variables @ (see the 2nd sheet: Legend) http://www.plc215.org/wwu-sam-project/ 
(Cubic spline and nonparametric coefficient weightings await the 2020 SAM 3-year data inputs.) 

The Survey & Monitor Project  
In the summer of 2018, the Pilchuck Learning Center (Bonhoeffer Gardens’ nonprofit corporation) fully 
funded the SAM Project.  As described at https://wp.wwu.edu/botanysam/sample-page/  

The Botanical Survey and Monitor (SAM) Project is an attempt by the Pacific Northwest 
Herbarium (WWB) at Western Washington University (WWU) to document changes in the 
distributions of plants native to the Pacific Northwest. Species of plants in the Pacific Northwest 
vary in their abundances and distributions. Some species are common while others are rare. Some 
are widespread and their distributions extend well beyond our region while others are narrowly 
endemic, being restricted to a small area within the northwest.  In either case, most of our 
knowledge about the distributions of the various species stems from historic records in the 1800s 
and 1900s, and many of those populations have not been revisited since. Can we find the 
locations? Are the populations still there? Many factors could have impacted plant distributions 
including urbanization, habitat fragmentation, overzealous collectors, and climatic changes. Have 
species distributions shifted in response to some of these factors? Have some populations or 
species gone extinct? If populations are declining, can we estimate when those species may go 
extinct locally and regionally? 
 

This scientific study started with this writer’s Andersen’s Emperor’s New Clothes like challenge: 
 “If you say/claim a plant exists, tell me where; let me drive/walk and take its photo.” 

As designed, SAM is a 3-year effort, potentially extending for another 7, creating a 10 year period of 
monitoring NW native plants as the climate warms.  And if extinction is a potential for some plants with 
nursery seedlings available, might “we” (WNPS members and other citizen enthusiasts) plant and 
monitor new populations like BBG has done with Golden Chinquapins? 

 

2018 results proved that the students can’t “do it all.”  They can visit recorded sites, they can identify 
and take pictures, but they do not have the time to explore and discover many “Added Finds” (unless by 
accident at a targeted Herbaria recorded site).  That’s where the Washington Native Plant Society can 
assist!  We have proposed that WNPS tap the combined intellect and memory of its members to: 

1) Establish (photo) the existence of native plant species, record their locations, communicate with 
the SAM Project so that students (over the next 10 years) might 

2) Revisit/monitor these native plant populations and track the impact of climate warming. 



 

 

`A Proposal for WNPS to Join in Assisting the SAM Project 
Citizens having the energy, knowledge, and resources to solve the potential of native plant extinction … 

 

March 2018 Posterboard (updated) Presented at the Washington Botanical Symposium (March 2018) 
Aren’t almost all Cascadia plants “rare” or soon to be?  It is all about the slope of decline: it is either 

=>1.0, <1.0, or =0. (extinct).  If populations are declining (slope <1.0), it is only a question of when = 0. 

 



 

 

Directions 

The Gardens are immediately off the I-5 Freeway’s northbound lane, Exit 215.  From Anacortes, drive 
east to the I-5 and head south to 300th NW (Exit 215).  Tours 215 and 216 will meet in the handicap 
parking area off the Hall Road (by Google’s red mark below)  

And if you believe that the Government should be conducting the SAM Project, look at the location of 
Freedom Creek on the map above.  Why would the government lie about a creek’s location?  Why 
would they care about Golden Chinquapin any more than they did about the passenger pigeon, once the 
most abundant bird in America, when there are genetically modified Super Doug seedlings to plant? 


